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With the new era of rapidly expanding technology, digital dentistry promises many opportunities such as grading standardization, access to student self-assessment, less material waste, a more hygienic clinical protocol, and the potential for greater accuracy and predictability in clinical outcomes.¹–³ Despite these tremendous advantages, some challenges such as cost, training, and infrastructure still remain, which prevent digital dentistry from becoming the new standard in dental institutions.²,⁴

In the dental school setting, digital dentistry promises greater opportunities for students to assess their skill sets without direct faculty supervision, more objective evaluation and grading of preclinical assessments, and the potential for improved clinical outcomes. The major barriers that remain are cost of digital dentistry hardware such as intraoral scanners and software, which may have to be updated in few years due to advancements in technology.⁵ Additionally, recruiting and retaining well-trained faculty to take on roles in digital dentistry utilization and instruction is crucial. In their absence, digital dentistry advances become useless, as the cornerstone of the technology is its proper utilization. Students who receive inadequate instruction on digital dentistry technology gain no benefit in terms of preclinical self-assessment and enhanced assessment of clinical outcomes. Faculty, who are more experienced in traditional dental methods and practicing dentistry by using only those techniques, may not be willing or able to quickly adapt to the new technology, especially in a capacity where they will adequately be able to pass on these skills to students.

Managing curriculum to accommodate instruction on digital dental technologies also becomes essential.⁶ Due to the crowded curriculum and limitations in the ability to expand course load, the preclinical curriculum emphasizing techniques on impression taking and stone cast fabrication will likely face displacement. Alteration in the clinical protocol in favor of digital techniques will decrease material waste and establish a more hygienic method of obtaining impressions. Completely displacing instruction on traditional dental procedures in favor of procedures associated with digital dentistry may pose a substantial risk. Because, ultimately, dental students who were trained with exclusively digital dentistry-dependent techniques may have a disadvantage as they enter a professional workplace, which may not have adopted the new technology to which they are accustomed. Today, the integration of digital dentistry concepts with traditional dental procedures may be more practical.²
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